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INTRODUC TION

WELC OME

These notes are designed to help you develop a creative series of sessions/
lessons to explore HOUSE. You can use just a few or most of the suggested
strategies and activities, adapting them to meet the needs, interests and
abilities of the students in your class - or the after school context in which
you’re working.
The play is particularly written for students in Year 3+ but is also suitable for
older students. It lends itself to rich integration across the primary curriculum.
Activities have been suggested to set the scene for the performance both
several weeks before and on the way as well as to further engage with and
reflect on the performance afterwards.
This Creative Learning Resource Pack has been curated by Primary School
Teacher and Drama Specialist, Anna Stanton. Her passion for the Arts drives
her thirst for engaging students (and teachers) in a classroom environment
that is rich in experiences, movement, communication and teamwork.

BAR KING
G ECKO
T H E AT RE

Established in 1989, Barking Gecko Theatre is Western Australia’s longest
running professional theatre company dedicated to inspiring audiences to
imagine the world anew.
For over 30 years Barking Gecko Theatre has created exquisite,
award-winning productions, with a history of innovation and excellence
making it an indispensable asset to WA.
Barking Gecko Theatre has delivered over 100 original Western Australia
productions, toured 12 counties and reached almost 1 million people.
Alongside Barking Gecko’s theatre productions is the company’s deep
commitment to creative learning and social outreach. At a grass roots level,
Barking Gecko delivers drama programs for children ages 4 - 18 across Perth,
regional and remote WA every year.
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SYN OP S I S
Cathelijn has been abandoned. By her family, her friends,
the world.
Alone in the centre of a dark forest, Cathelijn wills herself
to be strong, like a Viking. But all that comes is the dawning
realisation that she is, in fact, Completely and Undeniably
Alone. As if called up by her loneliness, a fierce storm rises,
surrounding her in the forest. She lowers her eyelids,
buries her hands in her pockets, and begins to turn away
from the world.

With room enough for one lonely child, Piotr is asked to leave
the House for good. But, though he claims he’s Absolutely
and Undeniably Ready and Willing to head back out into the
world, the truth is that he doesn’t want to go just yet. So,
stowing away on the morning of his parachute departure, he
begs Cathelijn to help him stay. Hiding Piotr away, Cathelijn
turns her eye to the increasingly mysterious Elka – who is
she? How did she end up running the House? And why is
she so intent on Cathelijn staying?

And that’s when she sees it. The house. A higgledy-piggledy
jumble as tall as the trees, with bits sticking out everywhere.
It’s glowing. Warm. She’s drawn toward it, up its rickety
front steps, onto its puddle- soaked front mat and, finally,
through its heavy old door.

As they continue to race away from the storm, which always
seems to be right on their tail, Cathelijn begins to discover
the true meaning of their travels. So begins an extraordinary
adventure that takes Cathelijn far across the world, and
deep inside herself, on a journey of self-realisation and
self-determination.

Inside, she finds a leaky old mess of a place, with pots and
pans collecting drips in every corner, as well as Piotr –
a wooden-legged mountain boy who never stops talking –
and Elka, a grey-haired explorer who insists they keep the
curtains closed tight. Within minutes the house is soaring
through the sky, trying to outrun the storm. Cathelijn learns
that this is a Rescue House – the Rescue House. “We rescue
the loneliest children in the world,” says Elka. “That is to
say, the Loneliest Child. And that’s you. On this date and at
this time you, Cathelijn, are the loneliest child in the world.”
Cathelijn is delighted – a jumble the house may be, but
with fresh (ish) biscuits whenever she wants them, there’s

Part fable, part mad-cap adventure story, HOUSE looks
at some of the more challenging aspects of growing up
and living in the world – sadness, grief, loneliness – and
the need to embrace these elements in order to be a
whole person. It is a story that feels both familiar and new,
a contemporary fairy tale that invites audiences into a
magical world of charming characters and wild escapades.
Whilst the tone of the work is buoyant and fun, at its core,
HOUSE is a story that affirms to young audiences that big
feelings are mentionable, and manageable, and no matter
how small we might feel sometimes, we are big enough to
handle them.

absolutely no reason for her to go back outside. Ever.
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A N OT E F R O M
LUKE KER R I D GE
Almost five years ago now, back when Dan and I were housemates, during one of
our many free-flowing conversations at the kitchen table, he began to tell me about
a new play that was brewing in his mind – something about a living house and three
beautiful misfits who had found their way into it. It has been a joy and a privilege
to work alongside him ever since, carefully laying the foundations and building this
house into something that lives and breathes.
I would never have dreamed back then that this show would become my first as
Artistic Director of Barking Gecko Theatre and yet I cannot think of a better story
to launch my time at the company. It contains all of the things I believe should be
in a good story for young people (and the young at heart): a healthy dose of magic,
a whole lot of heart and some big ideas about how we negotiate our inner world
and make space for ourselves in a sometimes challenging outer world. Oh, and the
occasional flying crumpet.
I hope you love the story of HOUSE as much as the team and I do, and like the
characters in the play, carry it with you, forevermore.
Luke Kerridge, Artistic Director
Barking Gecko Theatre

A N OT E F R O M
DAN GIOVANNONI
The first ideas for HOUSE came to me a long time ago, when I was very far away from
home. Alone on the other side of the world, I wrote a bunch of short stories inspired
by some of the characters I had met – other travellers, mostly, who were like me
wandering around looking for a place where they fit.
Fifteen years later, those stories are given life as characters in this play – not so
much as honest depictions of the people who inspired them (whose faces I can’t
quite remember anyway) but instead memories of myself at that time, feeling a lot
like Cathelijn, alone and lonely, dreaming of home and seeking the warm embrace of a
friend.
It took a long time for this story to reach the stage, longer still because of the strange
time we’re all living through right now. Returning to this play after being locked in my
house for the better part of a year, the story resonated in a different way – loneliness
and isolation weren’t things I was feeling because I was far away from home, they had
become part of our everyday, and our homes had become quite literally safe houses,
shielding us from the swirling storm outside. Moments of connection - of kindness
and friendship – kept us afloat.
Starting rehearsals in December was like catching up with an old friend, and watching
Luke and the team patiently build this flying house and launch it into the sky was the
balm I needed after a long and lonely year. I hope watching it can be that for you too.
Dan Giovannoni
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IN TRO DUC TION

BARKING GECKO THEATRE’S

By Dan Giovannoni

CR EDI TS
CREATIVE TEAM
Director | Luke Kerridge
Playwright | Dan Giovannoni
Set & Costume Designer | Charlotte Lane
Lighting Designer | Richard Vabre
Composer & Sound Designer | Rachael Dease
Contraption Designer | Philip Millar
Dramaturg | Jennifer Medway
Movement Consultant | Sam Chester

CAST
Cathelijn | Chanella Macri
Elka | Nicola Bartlett
Piotr | Isaac Diamond

PRODUCTION TEAM
Production Manager | Michael Maclean
Stage Manager | Georgia Landre-Ord
System Designer | Tim Collins
Contraption Construction & Maintenance | Steve Berrick
Assistant Stage Manager | Madeline Young
Scenic Artist | Ruby Smedley
Set Builder (Onstage Arts Owner/Manager) | Rob Butler
Set Builders (Onstage Arts employees) | Michael Kombi Coleman, Matthew Power, Alex Fisher,
Ruby Smedley, Rohin Best, Kellie Staben
Costume Construction | Nicole Marrington
Set Electrics Construction | Chris Donnelly
WAAPA Lighting Secondment & Head Electrician | Matthew Erren
Props Runner | Etain Boscato
Tour Technician | James Savage
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Key Themes for Exploration
• Isolation

• Belonging

• Lonliness

• Identity

• Relationships
• Resilence

• Determination
• Self Belief

Sparking Interest
YES / NO / SOMETIMES
As an ensemble students move around the room to background music. Focusing solely
on themselves and being completely quiet. The below statement will be called out and
students move to either YES, NO or SOMETIMES which is taped on the floor.

TEACHER: When you land on YES NO SOMETIMES stay focused, quiet and still and make
eye contact with somebody on another answer. It’s important for students to not talk
between answers and keep their thoughts to themselves. We suggest starting with some
light and fun questions to begin with, then slowly dropping down into the more meditative
and thoughtful phrases.
• Biscuits should always have chocolate in them
• I love being a kid
• I like to read
• I have felt lonely
• I have bad hair days
• I feel like a belong
• I like to give everything 110%
• Winter is my favorite season
• I often miss my family
• Teachers always listen to me

Inquisitive Minds…
Students stand in a circle and make eye contact with a person from across the circle and
pose a question to them. Once the recipient of the question is posed to, they respond by
posing another question to a different person across the circle.
For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why is the sky blue?
How do you dress so smartly everyday?
Is the opposite to green, red?
What would happen if I don’t get the latest game everyone is playing?
When did you get your haircut?
How long is a piece of string?

Focus on quick thinking: When a student stops or pauses they then sit down or out. This is a
quick thinking, improvisation technique to get the brain working quickly and taking risks.

Inquisitive Minds… Cont’d

Part 2: Using the poster image of HOUSE allow students to think about any
questions they may have about the image. As a class have students pose their
questions, beginning with I wonder..

I wonder how…

I wonder what…

I wonder why…

I wonder when…

I wonder where…
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Exploring HOUSE!
Ask students to view the poster image of HOUSE. Pose questions to the class
about any observations that may be of interest regarding the image.
Set a performance space and place a piece of furniture (chair, table, stool etc) in
the centre of the room. Inform the students that this object is no longer what it
is… It is of course the entrance to HOUSE!
The scene must start on one side of the playing area where the performers find
House. Once they find House students should enter via the chair, or underneath
the table (whatever object is used) to the other side where they find themselves
inside house.

What do the performers find on the other side in house? Prompt students to
think of possible characters, objects, rooms to explore etc.
EXPLORE AND RESEARCH
A GLIMPSE INTO WHAT OUR CREATIVES LOOK AT WHEN CREATING A
SHOW

FAIRYTALES
BABA YAGA: https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/evbbjj/the-enduring-allure-ofbaba-yaga-an-ancient-swamp-witch-who-loves-to-eat-people
THE HOUSE WITH CHICKEN LEGS by Sophie Anderson
Manika dreams of a normal life, where her house stays in one place long enough for
her to make friends. But her house has chicken legs.
THE TRUE STORY OF THE 3 LITTLE PIGS and/or THE FROG PRINCE CONTINUED
Both by Jon Scieszka

EXAMPLE EXERCISES:
In the Style of (Impro/Genre exercise)
In groups tell the story of a Fairy Tale in 3 short scenes
(beginning/middle/end). Present it. Then re-tell it in the style
of….Western, Hip Hop, Opera, Romance, Kung Fu movie etc.
Life Milestones (Devising Exercise)
Using a familiar fairy tale (structure, symbols) tell stories of major life
milestones.
Contemporary Fairy Tales (Devising Exercise)
Traditional Fairy Tales often contained a lesson or moral. We are calling
HOUSE a Contemporary Fairy Tale. Create Fairy Tales that speak to
‘lessons’ or ‘morals’ children need in contemporary society.

LONLINESS
The Taboo of Sadness by Finegan Kruckemeyer
“Three presumptions are at play in an attempt to remove sadness from children’s
shows:
The first is a presumption of the world – that children, if protected from sadness in
their theatre, will not encounter it anyway, in another context. The second is a
presumption of the child – that even if they are shown sad events on stage, children
will not be able to deal with such themes. And the third is a presumption of the artist
– that whether or not they are able to deal, this is not the role of children’s theatre – it
Full Article: http://finegankruckemeyer.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/04/TheTabooOfSadness.pdf
A report looking into the impact of loneliness in children, young people and
families:
https://www.actionforchildren.org.uk/media/9724/action_for_children_it_starts_with_
hello_report__november_2017_lowres.pdf
1 in 10 children often lonely: https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/dec/05/onein-10-children-often-lonely-according-to-new-ons-figures
Children on loneliness (Video): “Nobody likes you and they think that you’re a
weirdo” https://marmaladetrust.org/we-ask-children-what-loneliness-means-tothem/

MAGICAL HOUSES
Three Classic Fairy Tales Examined Through the Lens of Architecture:
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/01/05/fairy-tales-architecture/
Fairy Tales Imagined as Houses: https://www.elledecor.com/lifeculture/a9496/fairytale-characters-homes/
Laurent Chehere’s Flying Houses in Paris:
http://www.marjoleinlammertsvanbueren.com/flying-houses-laurent-chehere-paris/

THE JOURNEY OF A SHOW
THE FIRST IDEA
All great shows start with a great idea. Sometimes these ideas come from existing
books or stories. Sometimes the idea (like with HOUSE!) is to create something
brand new.
DEVELOPING THE SCRIPT
One of my favourite parts of being a director is working with a playwright to develop
a new work. HOUSE is an idea that writer Dan Giovannoni had almost four years ago.
He and I have developed the story together since then, and he has written multiple
drafts of the beautiful script!
ASSEMBLING THE ARTISTIC TEAM
One of the most important moments as a Director is choosing the team that will
work with you to bring a show to life. My job is to assemble a team of Designers and
a cast of actors who are a perfect fit for the story we are wanting to tell. I love
working with people who are exceptional at what they do and who love the story as
much as I do.
CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT
Each new work we make at Barking Gecko goes through a series of Creative
Developments – week long workshops where the creative team explore possibilities
and test out ideas. Our works usually have around 3 creative developments, held
over a period of two years. Often children give us feedback at this stage.
BUILDING THE SET
Usually the set begins to be built around 6 weeks before rehearsals start. For most
shows we try to have the main parts of the set ready to go on day one of rehearsals.
For a show like HOUSE where the set is almost a character itself, it is very important
to have it there from the beginning.
REHEARSALS
This is where everything comes together! Over a period of 5 weeks I work with the
actors and the Design team to start to bring the story to life. All of the careful
thinking and planning that has happened for years leading up to rehearsals begins
to crystallise into a show.
PREMIERE SEASON
After all the hard work, the final ingredient is the audience. At Barking Gecko our
audiences are children and their families. I feel very lucky to get to create theatre for
young audiences. I reckon children are the best theatre audiences there are!
TOURING
At Barking Gecko the theatre we make often goes on tour after it has finished its
initial season. This could be around WA, Australia or overseas! In this way, the shows
we make last for many years

MEET SOME OF THE TEAM
Philip Millar
Contraption Designer
The world of 'HOUSE' contains a range of unique
transforming props and set elements (as well as a
puppet)...this hybrid set of demands we labelled
'Contraptions'.
My job was to translate these contraptions from
Dan's script and Charlotte's designs into functional
mechanical objects.

Charlotte Lane
Set and Costume Designer
My role is to tell the story visually, by designing and
creating the physical world of the play. I develop the
production concept with the director and creative
team, deciding how the set, props and costumes look
and function, integrating them into the rehearsal
process with the cast, and collaborating with the
technical production teams to realise the design and
bring our ideas to life.

Chanella Macri
Cathelijn
I have the fantastical job of bringing the character
off the page and onto the stage. It’s a delightfully
complex game of being a script detective and
finding where it meets your own imagination and
breath.

Post Performance Activities
Igniting the Knowledge
HOUSE Photographs with Tapping In

In small groups, students will be given a poignant part of the story to create a
frozen image or photograph of the action. Students will collaborate in groups
of 4/5 to create the given scene. Teacher will give each group a freeze-frame
(from the list below.) One person will be nominated as the leader to read their
scene/quote out at the beginning of showcasing their groups freeze frame.
House Quotes/Themes
1. “Stay quiet. Don’t make trouble. Keep your hands to yourself. And
DON’T ask too many questions”.
2. “I wait…Practice being smaller and quieter and asking less questions”.
3. Leaking, dripping, house repairs.
4. When you lose one thing, you gain something else.
5. Our lives are at stake!
6. “Nothing big ever came from being small”
7. “If you stay inside forever, then you stay inside forever. You’ll never find
anything with the curtains closed tight”.
8. The loneliest child in the world.
Students are given five minutes to decide/discuss who will play a character or
object in the scene relating to the theme. Each person must have a word or
phrase that relates to the given scene for “tapping in”.

The HOUSE Hidden Photograph
In groups of 3 or 4, students will be given the brief that they have just entered
HOUSE themselves for the first time. They will need to decide are they a group of
friends who have just stumbled upon HOUSE? Is it a dilapidated house that a family
have come across? Are school children on an excursion and stumble across house
with their teacher? Whoever the students decide to be, this must be clear in the
introduction to the audience upon finding HOUSE to explore.
Following on from devising their introduction, students are to produce a scene
where a character finds a hidden photograph. Actors need to decide where it is
hidden, when it was hidden, from whom and, most importantly, why?

HOUSE Machines
Dividing the class into six or more allocate each team an emotion or key theme
from HOUSE. Everyone from the group must choose an action and a sound or
phrase to accompany it.
To become their machine, each students action and sound/phrase needs to add
to the building of their machine one at a time, as if they are an important cog to
keep things moving.
Emphasise to students the use of levels on the stage. Each person that joins must
have an action and sound/phrase in order for the next person to join. Eventually, they
will become a well oiled, working machine.
Follow up: Discuss in your groups why people decided on the sound/phrase and
movement of the machine. How did it reflect the theme/emotion given? What did
they picture in their minds when the given word was read aloud?

The HOUSE Hot Seat
The idea of being in the ‘hot seat’ is that you are interviewed or questioned ‘in
role’ as a character from the story. This may be done by using one student, or a
few students on the stage/front of the room. Each student in a ‘hot seat’ must
take on the character and answer as them accordingly.
The teacher is to instruct the students that if they are asked to take a seat, they
will be given a role from the play HOUSE i.e. Caitlijin, Poitr Elka, Caitiljin’s - Mother,
Father, Sister, Brother or Aunt… Even as abstract as HOUSE itself.
The interviewers (audience) are to now devise open-ended questions for the
characters in the seats that they must answer ‘in role’. Each character will take it in
turns to answer a question that is posed to their character.

Leaving HOUSE
A table is placed in the centre of the performance space. One side of the table is
House and the other is a new land.
For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rainforest
Hot desert
Cold Climate
Busy City
Libary
Seaside
A cemetery

Students are in a group of 4-5. Collectively the students decide their new land from
the examples given. Each student is given a theme or emotion from HOUSE. This will
be the emotion/theme they embody while performing.
The scene starts with the players inside HOUSE and finding a reason to leave
(through the table). One at a time students crawl under the table and come out to
their new land. Students must stay in character embodying their emotion/theme.
Player’s continue to explore their new land in improvisation until the teacher calls
‘freeze’.
Students should be given the objective of finding the next loneliest child in the new
land, and convince them to come into house.

HOUSE DIALOGUE
This activity is using dialogue from our play. Students are to form groups of two or
three to create a scene from a quote and an ending line from our play, HOUSE.
They may use the characters from HOUSE or make up new characters altogether.
Performers may set the scene inside House or it can be someone else entirely.
Students must include the given quote at any point in their scene but must end
their scene with the ending line given.
HOUSE Quotes:
o “Nothing big ever came from being small”
o “Managing your emotions can be quite tricky”
o “If you stay inside forever, then you stay inside FOREVER”
o “Even the very worst storms wont last forever”.
o “Our lives are at stake”
o “When you lose one thing, you gain something else”.
o “Stay quiet, don’t make trouble, keep your hands to yourself and DON’T ask
too many questions.
o “I wait…practice being smaller, and quieter, and asking less questions”.
Provide an ending line for the scene to give focus and direction of the work to finish
the piece simply.
Ending Lines
o
o
o
o
o
o

I felt so lonely before meeting you.
I wish we could stay together.
I’m sorry I didn’t believe in you.
We fixed the problem. Let’s go!
Here, have a biscuit. They always make you feel better.
We’ve repaired it…Now what do we do?

CURRICULM LINKS
DRAMA
Mime techniques (creating objects using shape and weight) in drama

(ACADRM043)

Improvisation conventions (establishing scenarios and role/character)

(ACADRM043)

Improvisation skills (working with complications) to develop drama

ACADRM032)

Ideas in drama from different cultures and personal experiences.
Exploring key themes and responding.

(ACADRM034)

Dramatic structures to sequence how a story is opened, how events are
presented (mood and tension elements) and key details to help
the audience understand dramatic meaning

(ACADRM035)

Improvised and devised drama based on narrative structures in familiar
drama styles

ACADRM031)

Dramatic action (the driving force and forward motion of drama to
create dramatic meaning) driven by narrative structure and dramatic
tension

ACADRM035

Considered responses to, and respect for, the drama of others as
performers and audience members

(ACADRM034)

Imaginary spaces created by stage components and properties, the
elements of drama and audience

ACADRM044)

Effective group work processes (problem-solving, listening skills) in
drama

(ACADRM042)

Experimentation and refinement of elements of drama

(ACADRM036

Script interpretation, based on a reading of the complete text, of an
extended scene or section to manipulate mood and interpret themes for
audience

ACADRM047)

Performance skills and audience awareness (where the performers
control the focus) to convey meaning to the audience

(ACADRM037)

Improvisation conventions (dénouement creating an effective
conclusion)

(ACADRM050)

ENGLISH
Present a point of view about particular literary texts using appropriate
metalanguage, and reflecting on the viewpoints of others.

(ACELA1496)

Present a point of view about particular literary texts using appropriate
metalanguage, and reflecting on the viewpoints of others.

(ACELT1609)

Explore the effect of choices when framing an image, placement of
elements in the image, and salience on composition of still and moving
images in a range of types of texts

(ACELA1496)

Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations incorporating learned content
and taking into account the particular purposes and audiences

(ACELY1689)

Interpret ideas and information in spoken texts and listen for key points in
order to carry out tasks and use information to share and extend ideas
and information.

(ACELY1687)

Use interaction skills, including active listening behaviours and
communicate in a clear, coherent manner using a variety of everyday and
learned vocabulary and appropriate tone, pace, pitch and volume.

(ACELY1792)

Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations incorporating learned content
and taking into account the particular purposes and audiences

(ACELY1689)

Use interaction skills when discussing and presenting ideas and
information, selecting body language, voice qualities and other elements,
(for example music and sound) to add interest and meaning.

(ACELY1804)

Understand the use of vocabulary to express greater precision of meaning, and
(ACELA1512)
know that words can have different meanings in different contexts.

